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Abstract 

Service recommendation systems are an effective method for predicting user preference for 

services. Of late collaborative filtering based methods are popularly used for service 

recommendation. A similarity computation based on QoS is used, where attribute values 

between users or items is compared. The service recommendation system is also improvised 

by utilizing the QoS attributes and response time to predict the unknown value. 
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Introduction 

WEB  service  is  a  software  system  designed  to  sup-port  interoperable  machine-to-

machine  interaction  over  a  network.  With  the  prevalence  of  Service-Oriented  

Architecture  (SOA),  more  and  more  Internet  applications  are  constructed by  

composing Web  services.  As a consequence, number of Web services has increased 

rapidly over the last decade. Web  service  discovery  has  become a  crucial  and  

challenging  task  for  users. With the large increase in the number of users and a rapid 

increase in the number of services, it is complicated and time consuming, ineffective to 

identify the best optimal service. Based on personal preference of user and past preference 

records it is an attractive solution to recommend unused suitable services.  
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There are different methods for service recommendation. They are collaborative filtering, 

content based filtering and Hybrid filtering technique. Among these collaborative filtering 

(CF)-based service recommendation system is the most widely used. A CF based 

recommending system need not examine the content of the item. It depends on the user’s 

evaluation of an item and recommends item or a service to similar set of users. 

Collaborative filtering is based on an assumption that if a group of users liked same things 

they might concurrently like other items. For example a group ofusers watched a movie 

and provided rating(similar evaluations)  

Service selection so far has not considered non functional requirements. An optimal 

service recommendation solution should however consider both functional and non-

functional attributes of services, that is (QoS) 

Methodologies 

Existing system 

Service recommendation systems are of several types such as context based, trust based, 

relationship based, collaborative filter based. Among these the most popularly used is 

collaborative filter based recommendation system. Pearson correlation coefficient(PCC) 

and cosine(COS) methods are the commonly used methods to calculate similarity. These 

methods suffer from limited accuracy. The traditional methods of similarity computation 

gave less consideration to QoS. Experimental results for PCC and COS methods to 

provide recommendations were not without fault. The exiting methodologies did not 

accurate recommendations for unknown value. Also the previous  QoS  prediction  

methods  assume  that  the  co-invoked  Web  services  have  equal  contribution  weights  

when computing similarity between two users. However the personalized  characteristics 

(e.g.,  QoS variation)  of  both  Web  services  and  users  should  be  incorporated  into 

measuring the similarity among users and services.  

The similarity between two users u and v is calculated using PCC as below: 
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ru,i is the value of item i invoked by user u and ur  denotes the average value when user u 

invoked all of the items in I 
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The same way PCC can be applied in an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm. The 

similarity calculation between items i and j is given below as: 
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From the above formula ru,i denotes the value when user u invoked item i and  ir is the 

average value when all of the users in u invoked item i. The problem with this approach is 

that in some cases two users or items may not be similar but might have close values in 

user-item matrix.. In that case the similarity value computation using PCC method might 

give invalid values.  

To eradicate the inaccurate predictions using the traditional methods the Q0S based 

prediction was proposed and ratio based similarity computation is used. 

Proposed System 

In order to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the recommendation a new method is 

used. First a ratio based method is used to compute similarity. The similarity is computed 

directly by comparing the attribute values of users or items directly. Based on the 

similarity computation in the first method, new method is used to compute the unknown 

values. 

The proposed system is implemented using collaborative filtering algorithm and 

experimental result are compared with traditional system. The algorithm is based on 

prediction and provides recommendations on the ratings or behavior of other users 

opinion and aggregating them to provide reasonable prediction of active user’s preference. 

System Flow Diagram 

Figure1 System flow Diagram 
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The initial step is to load the web services dataset. The dataset consist of namely user list 

dataset and web services dataset. The user list dataset contains user id, ratings given by 

user for the items or services used. Based on the ratings provided bythe existing users for 

different web services a database is constructed. Similarity is computed between users and 

services based on the rating provided by users. Upon computing the similarity unknown 

values are predicted and services are recommended for users. Finally response time is 

computed for predicting the recommended services for a new user. 

Dataset Description 

The proposed methodology is evaluated using real world dataset called the web services 

dataset. Web services are a budding in recent times and acts as the core technique for 

building distributed systems. Information about web services are found in Universal 

Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI).  This aids companies to publish their 

services. The system uses two types of dataset namely user list dataset and web service 

dataset derived from XML files in UDDI. User list dataset contains user id, IP Address, 

Country. The latter consist of Service ID, Website sdl address, Service provider, country 

etc. 

Similarity computation 

QoS attribute factors experienced by the user are given in the form of non negative 

numerical values Similarity is calculated between two users who invoke the same item. 

This represents the degree of consistency between objects.  Consistency can be evaluated 

using ratio between two values as rated by the user. Adding up all similarities and getting 

the average final similarity can be calculated.  

The method to compute similarity is given as below: 

Sim(u,v) = 
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Here ru,i and rv,i are the values when users u and v invoked item i.j. ),min( ,ivu,i rr is the 

minimum of ru,i and rv,i and ),max( ,, iviu rr is the maximum of them. 

Likewise the similarity between two items I and j is given by: 
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ru,iand ru,j represent the values obtained by user u when he invoked item i and item j, 

respectively. 

The values sim(u,v) and sim(i.j) are always in the interval of [0,1]. The similarity value is 

computed using the formulae above and the results are judged against other existing 

methods such as PCC and COS. The similarity computation is applicable to QoS attribute 

values expressed as numerical values. Despite the QoS values that are given as non-

numerical values, such as “excellent” and “Very good”. These subjective ratings are 

transformed into numerical values according to certain rules and then the proposed 

similarity computation method can be applied. The types of QoS attributes are classified 

as below: 

Table 1 Three types of QoS attributes 

Dependency Attribute 

classification 

Examples 

Do not depend 

on the user 

First type Throughput, 

price,Service 

location 

Objectively 

depend on the 

user 

Second type Delay, 

Response time 

Subjectively 

depend on the 

user 

Third type Degree of user 

satisfaction 

Unknown value prediction 

Once similarity is computed between users or items, this acts as basis for predicting 

unknown values for QoS attributes. The goal of service recommendation system is not 

only recommending user with appropriate service like other similar users have 

experienced, but also recommending services that the user has not experienced. To 

recommend unused service to users it is necessary to predict the unknown values. After 

summarizing the values the services are recommended. The prediction of unknown value 

is based on user-item matrix, that contains the response time value of M users for N 

services. For a current user who has not invoked a service i, the aim is to predict the value 

of u for an item/service i. the values are predicted using MEAN method where the average 
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of all services invoked by user u other than service i is calculated. The mean value is 

taken as the prediction result. 

Response time 

Response time is the total amount of time it takes to respond to a request for service. The 

length of time taken for a person or system to react to a given stimulus or event. The 

response time is calculated based on the user id and service id. The response time is then 

calculated for proper value of web service address.  

Results and Discussion 

An efficient service recommendation system is implemented using personalized location 

aware collaborative filtering system.  The highlight of the work lies in recommending 

services based on non negative QoS attribute values. Computing similarity and prediction 

for unknown value are the two important procedures in a memory based collaborative 

filtering service recommendation system. The system takes web services dataset as input 

and provides recommendation based on similarity values. A new method was utilized to 

compute similarity. The system takes into account the personal QoS characteristics of 

both Web services and users to compute similarity between them.  This method also   

incorporate  the  locations of both Web services and users into similar neighbor  selection,  

for  both  Web  services  and  users. Comprehensive experiments conducted on a real Web 

service dataset indicate that the new method significantly outperforms previous CF-based 

Web service recommendation methods. The following figures represent the dataset and 

the working of the proposed system. 

Figure 2 Sample userlist Dataset 
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Figure 3 Sample Webservices dataset 

Figure 4 Collaborative based similarity computation 

Figure 5 Web service recommendation for different users based on similarity computation 

Figure 6 Webservice recommendations for another user 

Figure 7 Response time calculations for service recommendation 
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Similarity was computed based on QoS attributes. Experimental results prove that QoS 

attribute value similarity computation outperforms other traditional methods in terms of 

response time and predicting services for unknown services. Existing method is compared 

against the new method and Mean absolute error(MAE) are found. Results prove that CF-

based collaborative filtering achieves smaller MAE when compared with existing 

methods. The figure below depicts the graphical representation of the Mean absolute 

error(MAE) values yielded by the existing method and new method. 

Figure 8 Mean Absolute Error 

The graph below is plotted for comparison of computation time of the existing and 

proposed method employed to predict unknown values 

Figure 9 Computation time 

Conclusion and future work 

Memory based collaborative service recommendation consist of two major steps : 

similarity measurement and prediction of unknown value. The proposed method produces 

accurate predictions and gives faster response than the traditional methods. 

In future  QoS attribute based approach can be applied to other types of collaborative 

service recommendation systems. 
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